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Questions 1–4
You will hear four short recordings. Answer each question on the line provided. Write no more than
three words for each detail.
You will hear each recording twice.
1

(a) What does the chef at the Lemon Tree restaurant normally cook?
...............................................................................................................................................[1]
(b) When is the last date you can book the two-for-one offer?
...............................................................................................................................................[1]

2

(a) On which day will the weather be better?
...............................................................................................................................................[1]
(b) What will the teenagers do in the forest?
...............................................................................................................................................[1]

3

(a) Which film does Adam want to see?
...............................................................................................................................................[1]
(b) Where will they meet Omar after the exhibition?
...............................................................................................................................................[1]

4

(a) Which will be the first event at the sports day?
...............................................................................................................................................[1]
(b) What must the students remember to bring on Tuesday?
...............................................................................................................................................[1]
[Total: 8]
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Question 5
You will hear a talk about turtle conservation. Listen to the talk and complete the sentences below.
Write one or two words, or a number, in each gap.
You will hear the talk twice.

Sea turtles
Evidence shows that turtles have been around for about .............................. years.

[1]

It is still unknown how turtles travel in the right direction in order to
find places for .............................. .

[1]

Scientists can identify an individual turtle by fitting a device on it which
has its own .............................. .

[1]

On land, .............................. are the biggest risk to the survival of newborn turtles.

[1]

The main source of food for sea turtles is .............................. .

[1]

Conservation
After turtles have laid their eggs, .............................. protect the nests.

[1]

To keep the eggs safe, .............................. are put over the nests.

[1]

An increasing number of .............................. participate in recording how many nests
there are.

[1]

[Total: 8]
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Question 6
You will hear six people talking about sport. For each of speakers 1 to 6, choose from the list A to G,
which opinion each speaker expresses. Write the letter in the appropriate box. Use each letter only
once. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use.
You will hear the recording twice.

Speaker 1

A

I’ve made new friends through sport.

B

Children should spend more time taking part in sporting
activities at school.

Speaker 3

C

Sport teaches us about rules and cooperation.

Speaker 4

D

I’m an enthusiastic fan of sport, although I don’t do any.

Speaker 5

E

Sport keeps us fit and healthy.

Speaker 6

F

To play sport successfully, you need certain characteristics.

G

It’s important to learn how to avoid injuring yourself in sport.

Speaker 2

[Total: 6]
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Please turn over for Question 7.
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Question 7
You will hear a student talking to an architect called Daniella Rocha, about her interest in building
below ground. Listen to their conversation and look at the questions. For each question, choose the
correct answer, A, B or C and put a tick (✓) in the appropriate box.
You will hear the conversation twice.
(a) What did Daniella enjoy drawing as a child?
A

cats and dogs

B

family and friends

C

houses and churches

[1]

(b) What was Daniella’s first choice of course at university?
A

art

B

Japanese

C

engineering

[1]

(c) Houses are built underground in Australia because
A

they have no need for chimneys.

B

air conditioning is costly.

C

it is much cooler that way.

[1]

(d) What have the residents of one Japanese city decided to build underground?
A

a recycling facility

B

a new shopping mall

C

a work place

[1]

(e) Why do people want to build underground?
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A

Cars can be kept more safely.

B

The cost of land is too high.

C

People are less keen on traditional buildings nowadays.
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(f)

What is one disadvantage of building underground?
A

There is no light.

B

It harms the environment.

C

People’s behaviour is changed.

[1]

(g) The idea for the ‘Earthscraper’ originally came from
A

Mexico City.

B

early pyramids.

C

the Aztec Museum.

[1]

(h) Daniella is returning to her hometown because
A

she wants to help build the ‘Earthscraper’.

B

she is working on other buildings in the area.

C

she will be researching space-saving solutions.

[1]
[Total: 8]
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